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By now, just about everyone has either noticed, or more likely
been affected by, the construction of the solar panels being built
over the senior parking lot. For those affected by this project,
it’s been more than a little frustrating to have to share a parking
spot or even take the bus to school. Besides being good for the
environment and providing a little shade over our cars, what else
are the solar panels really good for? And why weren’t they finished earlier?
Well for one, the construction is a pilot project funded by
PSE&G. This means that PSE&G will use the data they gather
from these solar panels to build over other parking lots and similar areas. By creating them at our high school, we will be part of
a major step in bettering our environment as well as our future.
Two, we’ll have lower taxes! Ok, this may not sound that exciting to a lot of the people our age, but our parents will be
pumped when they hear about it. Having solar panels on our
electrical grid is a reduction off our taxes. This means the school
would have more money to spend on events, like sports games
and dances, fixing up the school (aka the roof that leaks every
time it rains), and most notably, us, the students.
Continued on page 3
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The End of the Field Hockey Season
By: Sophia Stivala
Field hockey is a sport that has been gaining
momentum and popularity these past few years.
This has been clearly demonstrated at Central
High School, with all three field hockey teams
finishing strong, winning seasons.
Leading with the varsity team were CHS physical education teachers Pamela Edwards and Margaret Rarich. Coach Edwards thought that the
team worked well together with several new girls
on the roster including three freshmen. After seeing the JV and freshmen play, she thought that a
strong, capable group will be returning next year,
and that varsity will continue to grow and have
even better seasons. Coach Edwards has coached
field hockey at CHS for eight years, and is ecstatic that the varsity team finished the season
strong, with an 8-7-3 record.
Senior Sabrina Gomez is team captain and goalie for the varsity team. She thought the varsity
played an amazing season this year, and was
probably one of the best teams at Hopewell. As
goalie, she said that she loves playing this important position and believes that she has the
best view of the game, allowing her to see all of
her teammates’ amazing plays. Gomez feels this
year was a complete team effort, and cites effectively working with the defense as key in the successful season.
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JV coach and history teacher Dana Pomykacz
said, “The JV team improved a lot as the season
progressed. We outscored our opponents 43-13
this season. The girls were an offensive wave and
were always there to support their teammates.
We welcomed Franca Mueller (a German exchange student) to the team and she became an
offensive threat for us. They worked hard every
day at practice to become better field hockey players.” The JV team completed the season with a
record of 9-2-1.
English teacher Alisha Rittenhouse coached for
the first time this year, coaching the freshman
team. Although she has never coached before,
Coach Rittenhouse, along with assistant Coach
Courtney Higgins, enjoyed being able to interact
with students in a completely different way. She
said that she’s looking forward to coaching again
because of how much she enjoyed working with
the freshman team this year. They had an extremely successful season, and when the team
was missing players, the girls rallied and rotated
into positions they were less experienced in without hesitation. The freshman record for this season was 10-3-1.
Overall, the field hockey teams had an outstanding season, with varsity qualifying for quarterfinals of states. In coming years, it looks promising that CHS will be one of the most dominant
forces in the county when it comes to field hockey.
Keep it up, girls!
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Solar Panels: Continued from page 1
Believe it or not, discussion for this project actually began
in the early spring of last school year, on the Hopewell
Township Zoning Board. During a preliminary meeting held
on March 11, 2015, several questions were raised as to how
the construction of this project would affect the surrounding
area, including neighbors behind the parking lot, who, according to Hopewell Township’s Zoning Board of Adjustment, asked for “a 100’ buffer, with trees on their side of the
property line” Because putting in so many trees would raise
the cost of the project, the board tried to negotiate with
them, but failed.

has a license and was expecting to get a spot. It’s unfair that’s
taking this long, but just looking out the windows tells us that
the project will be done soon.
In fact, head engineer, Gerry Lax says, “The parking lot
portion should be done by the end of October.”
These solar panels are the beginning of a whole new era of
energy that will lead us into the future of renewable resources
and get rid of the necessity for limited resources like fossil
fuels. This project is one of the first of its kind in the way of
design and location. Just think of how much better off future
generations will be with more alternative and renewable energy being put to use!

For this reason, the project was delayed from starting because of those who didn’t want the noise of construction.
This seems somewhat surprising, taking into the fact that
they live right next to a high school. Schools, especially high
schools tend to make a lot of noise. Perhaps if everyone
would have simply agreed to go forward with this energysaving project it would have been finished before school
started.
Sacrificing the first two months of school to a crowded
ride does stink, especially if you’re a senior or a junior who

The Marching Black & Gold:
More than just the Soundtrack at
the Football Games
By Morgan Tallo & Colin Gasman
Attendance at Hopewell Valley football games is higher than ever. The recent winning season and the novelty
of Ackerson Field has brought a new level of pride to our
student community and the Marching Black & Gold is
proud to add to the experience.
Whether taking to the field during halftime, adding
pep after a thrilling play, or keeping the crowd motivated with traditional songs or cheers, the Marching Black
& Gold is more than just the soundtrack at the football
games.
Not only do we perform at both home and away football games, including playoff and championship games,
but we also perform at various community events like
the Hopewell Memorial Day Parade, the Pennington
Memorial Day Parade & the Hopewell Harvest Fair. But
where we really shine is at competitions. The MBG competes all over the central Jersey area. Our competitive
season starts in late September and comes to a close in
early November.

Color Guard, Best Percussion, Best Visual Performance
& Best General Effect) at the Yamaha Cup at MetLife
Stadium in the pouring rain. This year we traveled to
Allentown, PA for National Championships on November 8th and brought back the highest score in Hopewell
Marching Band history (93.063) and Best Percussion.
The band is currently comprised of 62 members in
grades eight through twelve. There are 48 musicians
and 14 color guard members. Of the 62 members, 12
hold student leadership positions and are headed by
drum majors Morgan Tallo and Colin Gasman. Without
these leaders the band could not function.
The show this year, “Heroes & Villains” is the most
complex and dynamic to date. This work presents the
ultimate battle of good versus evil inspired by the iconic
comic book narrative. The show has a theme from
“Mission Impossible” and a guitar feature that will surely
get you dancing.
The band is also hosting it’s first ever home show on
October 17th. It will be a day full of a dozen marching
bands and stadium food, so stop by if you’re interested.
If you are interested in becoming a member of the
Marching Black & Gold, don’t hesitate to contact Mr.
Schwartzer or ask a band member.

During the competitive season last year, the band took
home first place and four other caption awards (Best
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Dracula
By: Julianne D'Avirro Humphrey
Each year the Hopewell Valley Central High School’s Performing Arts
section stages a drama and a musical. This year the drama performed
was Dracula, starring senior Solomon Barnes as Dracula. The show was
conducted by a wonderful ensemble cast (in order of appearance): senior
Zach Fletcher as Jonathan Harker, senior Danielle Costanzo as Lucy Westenra, junior Isabella Lundquist as Mina Murray, senior Ethan Seftor as
John Seward, junior Brian Pitts as Quincey Morris, freshman Owen Harrison as Arthur Holmwood, senior Andres Moledo as Renfield, senior Uri
Zerbib as Abraham Van Helsing, and sophomore Taylor Rae Carter as
Sister Agatha. Hellish brides and ghastly ghouls played by junior Gabriella
Amiet, sophomore Emmie Collins, freshman Camille Ladendorf, freshman
Maeve Merzena, junior Laura Zoog, sophomore Taylor Rae Carter, freshman Kolter Erikson, sophomore Donovan Kazakoff, sophomore Racheal
Sajewska-Lee, sophomore Patrick Meara, freshman Gabe Parsons, junior Jacob Pokryska, and freshman Jimmy
Waltman enhanced the production. The ghouls prowled through the audience, contributing to the eerie atmosphere.
A stage crew led by Technical Director Ms. Yvonne Winfrey and stage manager Liv Olcott
(junior) ran a plethora of special effects and technical elements in the show. The remarkable crew consisted of assistant technical director Emily Nyby (senior), senior sound technician Michaela Pietrinferno (senior), house manager and associate sound technician Jason
Shepherd (freshman), assistant stage managers Holly Jones (junior), freshman Hannah
Lewis, and Ian McIntosh (freshman), as well as props mistress Alyssa Roman (sophomore),
props assistant freshman Zyanya Singh, wardrobe assistants Natalie Kinnamon (junior),
Naomi Kinnamon (junior), Avery Lytle (freshman), and Veena Prakriya (senior), and
makeup designer freshman Alisa Voronkova. The set builders and Introduction to Technical
Theatre class created the play’s outstanding set while the running crew assisted in running
the show as the scenes changed.
Lighting for the story was controlled by junior Isaac Pokryska, junior Maximilian Clark, senior Thomas Sherman, and
freshman Dallas Bradford and projections by sophomore Tim Granzo. An especially impressive lighting technique was
the use of different color schemes to change scenes, allowing for the permanent set to appear as multiple locations.
Projections like this were used throughout the play, and one of their best uses was to create a projection of Dracula
that tells Jonathan Harker that he is to stay a prisoner at Dracula’s castle. The projection was pre-recorded, making
the accurate timing of the video to Jonathan’s real-time lines a remarkable feat.

The play’s sound design, not to be outdone by the lighting, was also excellent. One of the most technically challenging scenes for the sound crew was the scene in which Dracula warns a pack of vampiric brides to leave Jonathan
alone, which involved lightning sound effects and an electronically modified voice for Dracula.
The most distinct scenes of the play were the two fight scenes. Both incorporated meticulously coordinated stage fights, and the second involved more
than 20 actors. The lighting and sound crews met this challenge outstandingly, flawlessly timing the strobe lights and sound effects.
Overall, Dracula was a huge success. Three marvelous performances — the
afternoon of October 22nd for senior citizens, the night of Friday October
23rd, and the night of Saturday October 24th — entertained nearly full houses with phenomenal acting. Hopewell Valley’s vision of Dracula was enthralling — it sucked the audience into the story.
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Elections Around the World
By: Veena Prakriya
Long-time Canadian Prime Minister, Stephen Harper, has been
replaced by Justin Trudeau, the son of a beloved former Prime
Minister, Pierre Trudeau. It has been one of the longest campaign seasons in Canadian history. Candidates battled one another in a grueling and epic eleven-week showdown. That’s right;
the Canadian campaign season is eleven weeks long.
To put that into perspective, Canadians can vote to replace their
Prime Minister seven times in the duration of a single American
campaign season. Japan could run its campaign season more
than 200 times in the same period.
Every nation has complex systems of voting and electing its officials. Right now in America, it’s a tumultuous road to a new leader, with millions of dollars changing hands at a moment’s notice.
The United States is notorious for raising millions of dollars to
support campaigns. It’s estimated that the 2012 election cost
upwards of seven billion dollars, one of the the highest campaign
costs in recorded history. The country closest to reaching this
huge cost is India. With three times the population, India spent
the equivalent of almost five billion US dollars in its 2009 election.

ical campaigns alone, and that percentage is rising every year.
You decide if the commercials are actually getting any better.
Germany has mandated that each of their candidates have one,
ninety second commercial.
While the idea of paying millions for an ad claiming that one
maintains “family values” seems crazy, what’s crazier? Brazil’s
method of finding political candidates. Mandatory voting in Brazil
has created the national tradition of “joke candidates.” Joke successors such as “Jesus” or “Obama” have been allocated air time
on Brazilian television, paid for by the government. Hilariously,
this resulted in the election of a clown to Brazilian congress in
2010.
Though Brazil’s candidates can be a joke, at least voting there is
held over a weekend, rather than an arbitrary Tuesday in November as it is here. It’s an interesting policy, given our 54% voter
turnout. The percentage of the illiterate population of India that
goes out to vote nearly matches the total voting percentage of the
United States.
Many Hopewell Valley students will become voters in the coming
months, and they’ll be joined by millions of new voices globally.
Registering to vote can be done through the mail by citizen at 18
years of age. Also, registration can be done up to October 18th
2016.

While you won’t be able to vote for Jesus, Obama, or DeezNuts,
Things only get funnier from here. In the United States, an estimated 20% of all televised commercial revenue comes from polit- you can still get a sticker.

Bulldogs’ Stellar Season
By: Austin Roskos
The football team’s current standing
is 6 wins and 3 losses. The Bulldogs
finished their regular season by beating the North Burlington Greyhounds
with a score of 17-14.
The team is led by three captains,
seniors Joey Immordino, Chris DeClerico, and Jeff Wiley. Immordino is
Hopewell’s star running back. He has
the third most rushing yards in the
state currently. He also set a school
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record for rushing yards in a single
game. He is considering continuing to
play Division II or III football after
graduation.

line can carve the holes that Immordino runs through. He is considered
among the best linebackers in central
Jersey.

Quarterback and defensive end
Wiley has made the handoff exchanges run smoothly the whole season. He
has also rejuvenated Hopewell’s passing game, and continues to be a presence on defense as well.

After the Bulldogs finished out their
regular season against the Greyhounds
they advanced to the first round of
playoffs. They played against Matawan
Regional in the first round of playoffs
last Friday, November 13, and unfortunately lost by six points. Although
they will not be advancing, they had a
strong 2015 season.

Middle Linebacker and offensive
lineman DeClerico performs well on
both sides of the ball. He makes line
calls and ensures that the offensive
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Fixing Disadvantages
in Education, One
Class at a Time

schools in a very unfair situation. This is where Teach For
America comes in.
Teach For America is a notfor-profit that enlists recent colBy: Teddy Ruger
lege graduates to teach in less
fortunate communities. They
Throughout the world, povadmit dynamic, charismatic, inerty is a serious issue. In the
telligent people in order to better
United States, there are many
educate the children born into
children living in cities and
poverty. It is an organization
towns with almost nothing. The founded on the belief that sociolack of economic advantage is
economic status does not reflect
prevalent in their education.
potential. Teach For America
Since public schools are paid for has spent the past 25 years givby taxes, poorer districts tend to ing a better education to students
have a far smaller budget than
in the classroom and have prowealthier districts, which puts
vided active moral teachers in
the children attending these
these schools.

The Tragedy of the
Uncommons
By: Justin Lee

thousands, a teenager today
can count the number of those
that are getting the most
amount of money and attention
with your fingers.

A new and loyal group of
young millennials have devoted
themselves to the protection
and conservation of endangered
species. This seems like a great
thing, until you realize the
knowledge these people have on
endangered species is quite limited. Most of these tumblr-savvy
teens know only of Dolphins,
Big Cats, Pandas, Elephants
and Rhinos. After all, that’s
where the money is going to.
But aren’t there any other species that are on the brink of extinction that should receive a
fair share of money as well?

The truth is however, is that
the human race is losing megatons of biodiversity around the
world, and it’s not just the elephants and the dolphins that
are declining at the highest
rates. It is the little creatures,
the backbones to the ecosystems around the world, that are
declining at an astounding rate.
These organisms, are all suffering from the disturbances of
humans, but receive little to no
attention of their declines and
extinctions.

The extinction of 200 species
of amphibians in the past fifty
In reality it is actually horrify- years went silent in the world’s
ing to see how many endanmedia outlets. In addition,
gered species go under the rathese same media outlets have
dar from mainstream attention. failed to document the utterlyToday over 20,000 plants and
tragic decline of the pacific Paranimals are listed as
tula snails, which have lost 93%
“Vulnerable”, “Endangered” or
of their approximately 76 spe“Critically Endangered” by the
cies to extinction since the huInternational Union for Conser- man-caused introduction of the
vation of Nature’s Red List
Rosy Wolf-snail just forty years
(IUCN Red List). Out of those
ago. And only a few outlets have
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There are 16 million children
living in poverty, according to
the Teach For America website.
Teach For America is active in
every region in the United
States, trying to educate as many
children as possible. This goal is
admirable and deserves more
recognition. Organizations like
Teach For America are working
to help the less fortunate children in the United States by supplying equally important education instead of just material
goods.

covered the significance of insects to our ecosystems, which
have also experienced significant population and species
declines in the past few centuries.
The fact that a genocide of
biodiversity is not being reported by sources is cringe-worthy,
yet understandable. To the average plaid-wearing, teenaged
american interested in environmentalism a tree frog might not
be the most attractive choice of
a mascot for the support and
protection of endangered species, nor would a small, bland
colored Partula snail. Nevertheless, these small, slimy creatures, ugly as they may be, deserve the same amount of attention as any other “cute and
cuddly” threatened animal.
Perhaps it is time that we give
these animals the attention and
care that they deserve. If we
gave as much care and time to
some of these organisms in decline, we will not only save
these animals and their environments, but ourselves as
well.
The Bulldog Reporter

AE Students Run School Store
By: Paige Roell and Kristen Puaf
Disability affects millions of families around
the world. Ten percent of the total world’s
population, or roughly 650 million people, live
with a disability. According to ed.gov, there
are about 207, 010 students in New Jersey with
a disability.

dents to practice and maintain their math and
work skills. They work very hard to be accurate and diligent with their work in the school
store.”
When asked how he thinks the AE students’
school store program has impacted the student as a whole, Mr. Daher explains, “I think
the school store has had a very positive impact
on the school and I believe that many students
and families enjoy making purchases of
Hopewell wear so that they can show their
school spirit.” The school store allows the students to learn and work, but also to have fun
while doing it.

According to the NJ State website, there are
roughly 122 special needs students in grades
nine through twelve in HVCHS, all of whom
add to the school culture in a variety of ways.
The Academic Essentials program teaches stuSpecial Education teacher Ms. Nicole Sebasdents with disabilities skills they will need
tion
explains the experiences of the students
throughout their life. The program consists of
roughly 15 kids ranging from 15-19 years old. involved when she says, “I believe that the AE
Students do love working in the school store.
One of the ways is through the school store At times they show signs of resistance when it
located across from the cafeteria. In the school comes to working during their lunch but deep
store, the Academic Essentials students work down they seem to enjoy the process. Along
with offering customer service to students and
on job skills, money skills, customer service,
staff at lunch time, the AE students complete
counting the day's profits, filling out deposit
much of the behind the scenes work that runs
slips, and folding clothes. Here, the students
the school store.”
learn how to communicate with their peers.
For example, in order for the students to sell a
While some people may think of the AE stuproduct, they must communicate with their
peer by a simple greeting and/or asking “May I dents as being less capable of doing certain
things, the students here at the high school
help you?” In order to sell the products, they
must be visible to the buyers. The students or- continue to prove them wrong. In addition to
ganize the clothing as well as the supplies in an having the opportunity to learn and succeed,
the profits made at the school store go to the
orderly fashion.
AE student’s funds for trips, different life expeThey also practice their counting and money riences, and classroom materials that are
skills while working in the school store. One of needed.
the skills they learn while working is how to
Just two years ago, the students got to go to
use both dollars and coins to make change.
They learn how to use a cash register in order Washington DC with the money they raised in
the school store. They got practice ordering
to keep track of the stores profit and store’s
from a menu, touring the city, and spending a
inventory.
night away from home.
Special Education Teacher Ms. Michelle DaiAllowing the AE students to run the school
ley explains, “They are getting many practice
store
has a positive impact on not only their
opportunities to count items while taking inlives, but everyone around them. Special
ventory. These opportunities allow the stuThe Bulldog Reporter
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Sophomore Teddy Meredith Places
Second at Cross Country Sectionals.
By: Justin Gordon
Sophomore Teddy Meredith, top
runner for varsity boys cross-country,
amazed the crowd at the annual
Group III North Section II Sectional
Championship on November 4, 2015.
The championship took place in
Parsippany, New Jersey at Greystone
Park.
The course is revered for its steep
hills and changes in terrain. Despite
its inherent difficulty, Meredith dominated the race finishing with a stunning 5k time of 16:18.98. In addition
to his phenomenal time, Meredith
placed second among 112 contestants, who are mostly juniors and seniors in high school. With a time like
this as a sophomore, the future holds
great potential for this young man.
Coming into the race, Meredith

said he felt very nervous and anxious
because he knew that he had to place
in the top ten in order to advance to
the State Championship. From his
viewpoint, he initially thought that
breaking the top ten at Sectionals was
going to be extremely difficult because online running websites projected him to come in either eleventh
or twelfth place. He needed to pass at
least two people in order to guarantee
himself advancement to the next
race.
During the race, Meredith said that
he turns off his mind so he can solely
focus on his running form and technique. Considering the results, this
mental strategy proved efficient for
the sophomore as he surpassed the
nine to ten people that he was projected to lose to. This goes to show
that online running websites can’t

measure the fight in the dawg.

Furthermore, after his race, Meredith was exhausted and didn’t feel
well. It took him roughly an hour to
get back to normal and recuperate the
energy to go for a cool-down jog.
Reflecting back on the race, Meredith felt the strongest near the end of
his race because he has a monster
kick, which refers to the speed at
which you can pick up the pace and
sprint near the end of the race. Meredith is naturally gifted with sprinting
abilities, and can almost outrun and
outkick any opponent in the last two
hundred meters of the race if the runner is relatively close to him.
Meredith took on one of the hardest
courses in New Jersey last Saturday,
November 14, at State Championships. If he is running with this much
determination this fall, the seasons of
Track and Field hold a high Personal
Best waiting for him when he crosses
the finish line.

Venimus, Vedimus, Vicimus: We Came, We Saw, We Conquered
Anais Hou and Sophia Lo
Soccer players and football players compete in games, Model
UN members attend conferences, and theatre students put on
plays. But where can Latin students go to show their talents in
the classics? The answer: Certamen.
On Saturday, November 7th, nine sophomores and juniors attended the 5th Annual Certamen Invitational at Yale University.
Certamen is a Latin competition that tests teams’ knowledge of
the language, as well as Roman mythology, history, and culture.
Of the three levels, Novice, Intermediate, and Advanced, the
sophomores competed in the Novice Level, and the juniors competed in the Intermediate Level.
Both teams competed in Division B. Led by sophomore Catherine Zhang, the team captain, Novice
team B also included sophomores Anais Hou, Sophia Lo, Anyi Qian, and Vicki Xie, who all attended
Certamen for the first time. The Intermediate B team was comprised of juniors: leader Ogugua Obidike, Will Flemming, Maci Loughery, and Lizzy Peters. Each team participated in three rounds to determine its final rank in the competition. Among the schools Hopewell competed against were Arlington High School, Advanced Math and Science Academy, Lyndon Institute, Harriton High School, and
Phillips Exeter Academy. Novice B team scored the highest number of points collectively, outplaying
the 14 other teams within the division.
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Golden Season for
Varsity Girls’ Soccer
By: Julia Drake
It is not unusual to hear screams and cheers
shaking the stands when the varsity girl’s soccer team is taking the field. Flashes of black
and gold are scattered throughout the crowd,
and chants of encouragement practically drown
out the whistle of the referee. The girl’s soccer
team had a tremendous 2015 season filled with
determination, perseverance and hard work.

Hopewell scored early in the first half, but Sommerville retaliated with 3 goals in the second
half. Hopewell scored again in the last 5
minutes of the game, but was unable to tie the
game. The final score was 2 to 3.
Although the girls did not beat Sommerville,
their resilience and cohesiveness as a team
was shown in their success throughout the entire season.
Sophomore and forward Samantha Barnes
said, “I think what made our season so successful was the drive and commitment each
one of us put in. Every girl on the team put in
five months of hard work leading us to where
we were. The most important contribution to
our success would be the close relationship all
the players had both on and off the field. We
put 100% of our hearts into every game, which
is what made it so special. We were a family
that was working towards success, but also
having fun and making memories together.”

The team ended their regular season with a
record of 17 wins, 2 losses and 1 tie. This incredible score only set the ball rolling towards
more opportunities for success. After the regular season, the team prepared for the Mercer
County Tournaments (MCT) followed by
States, a group of tournaments run by the New
The Varsity Girls Soccer Team ended their
Jersey State Interscholastic Athletic Associaseason with a record of 19 wins, 3 losses and 1
tion (NJSIAA).
tie. The girls should be proud of their hard work
throughout the season and their unity as a
In the first round of MCT’s, Hopewell beat
Hamilton West 6 to 0. Next, the girls prepared team and a family.
for a grueling game against their rival Pennington in the quarterfinals. It was a tough battle,
but Hopewell was able to defeat the defending
champions 2 to 1. Even in the face of injuries,
the girls were able to hold steady under pressure and come out on top.
Feeling elated from their victory against Pennington, the team was eager to face another
rival, Allentown, in the semifinals. It was a tied
game with zero goals going into the second
half, and Hopewell was staying united against
hard pressure from Allentown. Unfortunately,
Allentown scored a late goal off a corner kick,
winning the game 1 to 0. This crushing loss
removed them from the MCT’s, but success in
States was still a goal they reached for.
Hopewell Valley faced Middletown North in
the first round of States and won 5 to 0. In the
quarterfinals, Hopewell faced Nutley. They
worked together and won the game with a final
score of 4 to 0. The girls eagerly awaited the
semifinals versus Sommerville, who were 2nd
seeded in the state compared to Hopewell’s
3rd. The game was demanding on all players
and their competition was tactical and fast.
The Bulldog Reporter
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Exchange Students Experience
Hoval
By: Austin Roskos
In mid-October, 21 students arrived from Germany
through Hopewell Valley Central High School’s foreign
exchange program. They normally attend the Friedrich
Gymnasium in Freiburg, and came to Hopewell to get a
real glimpse of the United States. These students are in
the Zehnte Klasse (Grade 10) so most of them are 15-16
years old. This is only Hopewell’s second exchange with
this particular school, but CHS has had a German exchange program in some form or another since 2005.
The exchange students attend a Gymnasium, which is
the most advanced branch of Germany’s youth education
programs. Only Gymnasium students attend colleges and
universities. Needless to say these students are among the
most intelligent learners in Germany. Many of them
could speak nearly or completely fluent English. They
begin their English education at a young age and many of
them have at least one parent who speaks English.
While they were here, these students took trips to
Washington D.C, New York City, Philadelphia, and
Princeton. Through these trips they were able to immerse
themselves in American culture and gain an even better
understanding of the English language. Many of the misconceptions that the students had about America were
dispelled. For example, they don’t think every American
is obese anymore.
Our own students visited the Friedrich Gymnasium last
spring from April 3rd to April 17th. The city of Freiburg
is less than an hour’s drive away from both France and
Switzerland. Herr Grimaldi, German teacher and the
head of Hopewell Valley’s German exchange program,
says, “The host families in Germany helped our students
see what that unique area had to offer. One family took
their student to Paris. There is a lot to do and see in Freiburg.” Hopewell Valley Students will return to Germany
within the next two years.

Recipe of the Month:
Chocolate Cinnamon Sheet Cake
By: Caroline Wilson
This is a super simple cake that anyone can bake for Thanksgiving. It
has both the traditional thickness of chocolate cake and a spice of
cinnamon for a taste of fall.
Yields 8 servings
For the cake:
-2 cups all-purpose flour
-2 cups granulated sugar
-1½ teaspoons ground cinnamon
-1 teaspoon baking soda
-½ teaspoon salt
-2 eggs

-½ cup buttermilk
-1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
-1 cup water
-½ cup unsalted butter
-¼ cup vegetable shortening
-¼ cup unsweetened cocoa
powder

Set oven to 350˚F.
Spray a 13x18-inch baking sheet with nonstick spray and set aside.
In a mixing bowl, add flour, sugar, cinnamon, baking soda and salt. Mix
until well combined and set aside. In a small bowl, combine the eggs,
buttermilk and vanilla. Whisk and set aside.
In a medium saucepan over medium heat, combine the water, butter,
shortening and cocoa powder. Stir occasionally until the butter and
shortening are melted. Remove from heat and pour this chocolate mixture into the flour mixture set aside before. Add the eggs and buttermilk
mixture and mix at medium speed until combined. Pour into the prepared sheet pan. While the cake bakes, make the icing.
For the icing:
3½ cups powdered sugar
½ cup unsalted butter
½ cup buttermilk
¼ cup unsweetened cocoa powder
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Put the powdered sugar in a mixing bowl and set aside. In a medium
saucepan over medium high heat, combine the cocoa powder, butter,
buttermilk and cinnamon. Stir occasionally until the butter is melted.
Remove from heat and pour chocolate mixture into the powdered sugar
and mix on medium speed until combined. Spread over warm cake.
Allow it to cool before serving.
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Certamen: Continued from page 8.
Their final score of 435 surpassed the renowned Phillips Exeter Academy by 45 points.
As number 1 in their division and 9th seed in the level, Hopewell’s Novice B team advanced into
the semifinals where they competed with other high-placing Novice teams. Unfortunately, Novice B
team did not progress to finals. While the Intermediate B team did not make it into the semifinals,
they also scored well, ranking in 4th place against 7 other schools.
The trip was not only competitive but also exciting. When asked about their experience at Yale,
sophomore Catherine Zhang replied, "It was a really fun experience because we were able to meet
and compete with others who share our enjoyment for Classics. Competing in a prestigious setting
like Yale was especially surreal, and we're all looking forward to the next Certamen."
Latin teacher Molly LaPorte who accompanied the students on the trip was asked about the highlights of the trip and said, “I think the kids were the best part of Certamen because they were super
awesome, then they were super enthusiastic, and I was super impressed. They did an awesome job,
and I’m super proud.”
The Latin Club looks forward to attending the next Certamen competition at Princeton University
in the spring. Bene factum Hopewell!

By: Kyla Chasalow
The Bulldog Reporter
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ACROSS

Puzzles:

By: Reinah Baurer

38 Word beginning “kind”,
“hood”, or “power”
39 Type of bowl, jacket, or

1 It’s for horses
4 Industrial container
7 A pirate might wear one

mite
40 “Or ___”, threateningly
42 Japanese currency

for a leg
10 Reaction to a mess up

44 Bare necessities

12 Associational suffix

46 Word with slope, run,
or lift

13 Prefix meaning

48 Heredity unit

environmental
14 Use an oven

51 Tombstone acronym

15 Munched on

52 “Put a ___ in it” (hold
on to that idea)

16 I, V, or ii
19 German grandmother,

53 So it ____ (it happens)
54 Pig’s abode

casually
21 Foul smell

55 ___ Taylor, LOFT

22 Change directions when

56 Negative answers

sailing
DOWN

25 Dude
26 Isn’t able to go through
with it
31 Profession of affection,
through text perhaps
32 Fiction, nonfiction, and

7.Bulldog

4.Heroes and Villains 10.Clubs

tion

3 John’s beloved

20 Active, to a Spanish

30 Beaver state, for

43 Brightly colored

short

45 James Bond, for

speaker

4 As per

one

6 Platform for a golf ball

perhaps

34 Also

46 Spot to relax

7 Chest muscles, for short

24 Small barrel

37 America runs on it

47 Place to stay

35 Variety of fish eggs

8 It can be heard in a cave

26 Things that clean,

38 “It’s raining ___,

49 Prefix meaning new

36 “It’s raining ___”

9 Nice attempt

Across:

especially the face

Hallelujah”

50 Letter preceding tee

27 “The ___ is on”

11. Skirt Edge

(pouring)

2.Ackerson Field

41 Prepare for publica-

29 Snobbish

33 Weight instrument

speaker

Down:

28 School lovers

18 Arid

23 Japanese car,

33 Mrs., to a Spanish

Answers from last issue’s crossword:

17 Cuts a groove

2 “Got it!”

5 Launch an assault

young adult

By: Grady Meyer

1 Cultural center

1.Decades

6.Notre Dame

11.Dawg Pound

3.Caldwell

8.Win

12.Black and Gold

5.Pins

9.Spirit Week
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